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p u l l

even when reluctance
settles in, time
will
pull you along
firmly and
gently, like your
lovers
hand. 

it will
rearrange, the
hair
around your face. to
see you 
more clearly, 
so that
you can listen
more 
clearly to
the narrative
which love has
spoken all 
along

i c o n

the most 
striking 
personalities of the american 
southwest are 
strange 
and majestic formations 
of ancient rock. 
wind-carved. 
rain-made. 
vestigial structures of 
an ocean long forgotten. 
when you sit with them
(these structures who are dripping with time 
and who are still but tiny fragments of earth) 
their personhood 
emerges clear and 
undeniable. 





e y e s

your words are steady and
warm,
your syllables shift
back and forth when
your ideas
cannot be condensed
from the sky we share, you cannot
look me
in the eyes when
you speak.

your form is
brief and proud, your curls are
pressed by sun
your form takes
on
no form, i like
your favorite earrings
too.

your smile is
your
crown, your queendom
is implied, your eyelids
kiss every time you laugh
and i
wish we would too.

sometimes i am moses
who climbs
zealously up arid slopes that
i may see
the face of god.
sometimes I am
moses who
climbs cowardly behind my
own palms when
confronted with
the
godly face.

sometimes,
when you smile,
i cannot look you
in the eyes.







l i g h t

the back of my
eyelids were an
orange gradient. yellow
in the center. my shirt was open, 
i was reclined, exposing my 

torso
and the pit
of my
arm to a chinese

tour bus driving along side
us outside las 
vegas. “skyline to”
is 

all the more
resplendent when you
listen intently
to every last word, when you are 
laughing 
with your girl from the 
passenger seat, when
the sun
is gently kissing you. i swear you can hear every
note with your eyes closed. 



a m b r o s i a

in the morning,
when
i finally stopped
trying. i
found myself drinking
from
the hands of
god. 
a 
sweet
and
simple tonic.







s t r i k e  m e

stretch me toward your
heart, weave me
into your scars, 
settle me inside
your gaze. 

i follow thunder
without 
pause because i need lightning,
uninterrupted. 

strike me
with all your
might, i need to know
if you
are strong enough 
to carry me.

e n / e m / e x

envelop my overthinking
entrenched in this 
drivers seat

embody my warmth
exuding from this 
space

emanate your quietude 
extraneously flowing into
my chaotic affinity







b o d y

the geographies are soft yet striking. uniquely regal and 
insistent upon their own space.

 

they jut and poke and curve to form an abstract face.

                                      

i have driven through these mountains in my younger days and 
now. i have coursed through the tunnels of earth that connect 
from peak to peak. am I not of the same body as these sloping 
peaks, these hollowed frames? is the individual unit not a 
compartment of a greater life?

does not the body need itself? warm and beating flesh yearns 
for its likeness in the vast expanse of desert.

the stillness within me is the same of that within these earth 
formations. our patent quietude is our shared surname. our 
body is not a house for some transcendent thing, our body is 
that transcendent thing. all bodies -golgi and mountain and 
astral and yours.

 

when we feel this truth collecting in the basements of our 
being, we curl our lips to celebrate. we sing it clean aloud, we 
thrust it back into nirvana. we hold our pose with exuberance.

at the blossoming of the constant of time, all the primordial 
components of the desert-body-to-come were floating together 
in a hot and teeming nothing. likewise, the individual units of 
your very body have been pulled together from virtual absence 
over time. The sand and the sky are your brothers and you will 
respect them when you realize that you are them.



as we have traveled along from origin, we have all betrayed 
these sweet truths stirring in the basements of our souls. we 
are reawakened to these basic truths only through the gentlest 
of reminders. such free of blame, open-palmed, grown in 
stillness.

the foulest traitors always require the gentlest reminders.

 

therefore, only touch another with softness as you have only 
been touched softly by truth. above all, guard your gentleness. 
it is your achilles heel, yes, but it is your green thumb in the 
vast expanse of the desert. it is your green thumb in the vast 
expanse of desert because it is your achilles heel.

 

as we have traveled along from origin, the foulest of our 
brothers have woven together a well-stitched lie to fashion 
borders out of treasonous ideas they have wrongfully 
attributed to some genuine swellings within the soul.

the border patrol agent asked us what our country of origin 
was and he did not realize how silly of a question that will 
be one thousand years from now. he is not invested in the 
timeless. he is dead beyond the now. do not fool yourselves: 
all who think this way, are dead this way.

because of these men who now are dead yet living, because of 
these foul betrayals. our family, our body has been murdered 
and robbed, beaten. choked, stymied, desecrated, and 
weakened. we mourn these losses in the secret heart of god.

these men who now are dead yet living have run far away 
from their origin because they have welcomed the rotting 
stench of the myth of two-ness into the walls that line the 
basements of their souls. we mourn these losses just as well.

yet for all whom we mourn, we can offer up only gentle 
reminders. for this body, that destroys itself – we must remind 
it of who it is. for this body, that has slowly come to be what 
it has come to be – for this body, that ages infinitely into 
profound beauty – for this fragile body, this marvel of our 
being, we are grateful.

for this body, still building. 





m a n

brown juniper miracle
of space
and
time, he 
is empty. he
is
full with a substance
not matter, he
belongs 
to his god, and
to the 
earth.
he unleashes potential,
he 
exudes patience. the
generations 
spiral out from
his 
extended branch

w o m a n

open oceans, home
for 
all. honored by
all.
In joys and
heartbreaks,
we return
to her
tidal embrace.
in the ordinary and mundane, she does not look away from us.
she is
the
very
stage, the very 
soil, 
the very tongue 
on 
which we speak
of her.



c a t h e d r a l s

your hands are my cathedrals
your palms are the portals to ideas of wonder,
your touch is the
ship to the
foreign yet familiar land whose
treasure is
a supplement of the heart. the nerves at the
tips
of your
fingers have carried the full weight of
my love.

we can feel each other.

our bodies locked tight, curved
 into symbiosis, reverted from 
two-ness, i inhale 
deeply, displacing the breath from
your being, you exhale gently
filling me
with the remembrance of
the tender god which 
animates 
our embrace, the fortitude of a naked 
christ, beaten and ashamed, 
opened.
nerves exposed to a
harsh and changing air.

every thing i touch
reminds me that
i am livened
by the winds that pass
through me, the water i
hold within, the 
god that 
trembles with the eternal question











i  h a v e  b e e n

touched by a warm 
and gentle
hand,
heart affixed
upon the
god-swells within me. 

I am swimming through
many hells in
between each
crest.

these landscapes are the
architectures of the
divine. intricate and
directive.
forged from the form of 
bond that supersedes
control.
preserved by those moments
of holy stupor, in which we marvel in
the breadth
of such a 
feral
love

t e n s i o n

when you fight, see your own face on the face of the opponent. 
when you fight, know that you have only ever fought yourself. 
when you fight, see your opponent’s face, and know that it is 
not yours. see that it is pregnant with a newness. when you 
fight, be at peace.

 

when you fight, release yourself to the wildness of the body. 
when you scream, push yourself to the brink of sound. when 
you swing, do not think about it, just swing. when the fight is 
over, kiss your opponent and make peace with him, lest your 
fight drag on beyond its arena.

when you fight, thank your god for your anger. when there is 
tension, touch it only gently. bleed and welcome its pricks.

do not seek to solve others. do not seek at all, then you will be 
found.

 

if all is good at its core, all tension is only the pressure of the 
earth still yet pregnant with a newness.

at every moment, we are running full speed against the 
grounds of discord which are rolling against the way of 
progress. Do not mistake silence for inaction. do not mistake 
peace for passiveness. recognize that both are merely the act 
of keeping position. 









c o n d u i t

i roll 
my 
tongue, vibrations abound,
sound,
xylophone palette,
snare
drum lips, baritone
throat. 
when the muse
visits, she doesn’t
leave you
time to
grab
a pen and paper.

i am
an
ever-lasting
melody.



i c o n  p t .  I I

in oakland, i bought an icon print from an older lady with a 
soft heart and a quiet and thoughtful voice. on the icon was 
a picture of a dark skinned jesus stretching a hand to aid 
revolutionaries in the haitian revolt. 

driving through the navajo reservation we listened to jaden 
smiths icon. this did nothing to divert from the ache of a 
ghostly genocide. 

in tucson eileen took a photo of me holding a creosote branch 
in barrio viejo. 

the icon. the artform whose meaning is far grander than its 
material components. the icon is a word in that it is a portal 
to experience. the poster in your room from your childhood is 
an icon of your childhood. you are an icon of some-thing to 
some-one. the mountain is the only true icon of the american 
southwest. be proud, the mountain is an extension of your own 
body. take heart, you both are but tiny fragments of earth. 

to clean your spirit, you must stop thinking that anything you 
think or say now will escape very far beyond the confines of 
your carnal being. it will not. one day no one will remember 
who you are nor will they remember any of your icons and 
you will not be around to lament it. 

on that same day, the rincon mountains will still be there, 
and they will sit as still as the buddha, holding an aged and 
fermented pose, fragrant of the stillness of the land. 







m u c h

i am much too
heavy, to be held
dear.

 i am
an open door to
a steady
flood of unfiltered shit.

 i am
a natural birth.
i am
a natural disaster,

i am not the
easy
way out.

s w e l l s

blood will
rush
wherever it is 
needed, 
faster 
than
thought, hotter than
pain,
stronger
than logic. 
emotion
will rush
wherever it is
summoned, 
coddled by logic,
still faster
than
blood.
the artist will
feel them 
both and
she will
bow to them
both.







p a n t i n g s

sore eyes
reddened lips,
sole
source of
heat,

southwestern fog invites
the
sleep, it sneers
at motion, 
atoms
crawl to
quiet. it is 
frigid
enough to halt
skins, and
hearts, and sometimes,
this
coldness is the
only
way to
listen

b l i n d

after
mountain
peaks pierce the
flesh of
skies and
drink the sunset spilled,
the sacrament of 
night
becomes the beauty
of pain
in the
darkness we can
warm each 
other. at least
until the
prude and yielding earth
succumb to
light’s
advances.









t r e a s u r e  m a p

just past the
point of 
enchantment, and the 
romanticism of 
the arduous, i 
began 
to buckle at the
knees.
i traversed upon
her lips, i 
had danced on 
his eyelids, we 
made love below
their brow. it’s hard
to see the 
face 
of god when 
you live in it - 
when it
comprises you.





b e n e d i c t i o n

the soul of the earth consumes you with a shaking emptiness. 
with an unshakeable vastness. 
you are the body, eat in remembrance of your death. 
you are the blood, drink in remembrance of your youth.
you are the spirit, dance in remembrance of your breath. 


